
 

 

SECOND EARTH Automated Mapping Help V2.7 

█ Obtaining a Menu: 

    ● Obtain a menu by touching the back of the map or by long-touching the face of the map.  

        ✔ Note: If your map is hanging on the wall, in a frame or on a table you can "cam" to the gray back 

and touch there or long-touch the front. 

        ✔ Note: Long-touch by pressing the left mouse key down over the map and holding it down for 2 or 

more seconds before releasing. You must release the mouse click for the menu to appear. 

        ✔ Tip: With some pointing devices (i.e. Touchpad, Trackpad) it helps if you move the cursor slightly 

while holding down; Press, move then wait for 2 seconds or more before releasing. 

■ The Allowed User's Menu (for the Owner and others controlled by the Security settings): 

        ○ Map position: Automatically generates an 8x8 region map centered around the region where you 

are standing. 

        ○ Map region: Automatically generate an 8x8 region map from a specified region name. 

            ✔ Note: Entering the region name alone will place the named region in the Northwest corner, 

with the map extending east and south. Optionally you may specify a grid position to place the named 

region at that position on the map. For example "Da Boom,3,4" will generate a map with region Da 

Boom in the 3rd column and the 4th row. 

        ○ Map notecard: Prepares the Map to receive a new Map Notecard. Follow the directions given in 

chat to "Inventory Drop" your notecard into the map. Mapping by notecard is useful for when the upper 

left corner or the center of your desired mapping area does not have a region. Mapping by notecard also 

allows you to subdivide the map array into multiple smaller maps (e.g. four 4 x 4, two 4 x 8, or two 8 x 

4). Drop in your notecard and the mapping operation proceeds automatically. 

        ○ Tint regions: Allows for the color tinting of regions. This is provided for the Owner to use for their 

own purposes. Tinting regions is useful for defining usage or boundaries. It is totally up to you how you'd 

like to implement this feature. 

            Enter Regions separated by commas, then a pipe character ("|") and the R:G:B tint values 

separated by colons (e.g. Region One, Region Name Two | 255:255:128).  

            ✔ Note: Tinting is retained on Refresh map. 

        ○ Clear tinting: Clears all Region tinting. 

             



 

 

        ○ Set texture: Allows for alternate textures to be used for specified regions. Useful for Region 

owners, flight planning, battle tactics or just because you want your home region to look better on the 

map. When you double-click to get the large expanded region map you see all the detail of your 

alternate image.  

            ✔ Note: If you also want to see your texture on the Main Map be sure to use "Textures On" (see 

below) to turn that option ON. 

            ✔ Note: If you are taking a detailed picture of your region from the air, be sure to be facing North 

so the image on the map appears North up. 

            ✔ Note: You'll need the UUID to a full permissions texture or for a texture that you are the 

creator of and exists in your inventory.  

            ✔ Note: Alternate textures are retained on Refresh map. 

        ○ No textures: Removes the alternate textures, replacing them with the standard resolution map 

image. 

        ○ Textures On / Off: Toggles whether or not your alternate region textures (see "Set texture" above) 

are displayed on the 8 x 8 grid map. When the value is OFF the alternate texture is only displayed on the 

Expanded Single Region Map (acquired by double-clicking the region). When ON the alternate texture is 

displayed on both maps. 

        ○ Planning map: Prepares the main map to have "pins" dropped or lines drawn on it by click & click-

drag respectively. 

            ✔ Note: The Planning map is dismissed by double-clicking its surface.  

            ✔ Note: An enlarged region map may be drawn on directly without having to press the Planning 

map button. Enlarged region maps are also dismissed by double-clicking the surface 

            ✔ Tip: When the planning map is active the menu may be acquired by touching the back of the 

map, however to obtain a menu by long-touching the front of the map, the Planning map must first be 

dismissed. 

        ○ Refresh map: Redraws the map using the latest available images; while retaining tinting and 

alternate textures. 

        ○ Resize map: Provides the Resizing menu. 

        ○ Get help: Delivers the Help Notecard, your most recent Map Notecard and other important 

information. 

        ○ [SECURITY]: Cycles through the settings OWNER ONLY, GROUP ONLY and ALL. 



 

 

            The current setting will be spoken in chat. 

            ✔ Note:  OWNER ONLY  is the default. This only effects those functions that used to be Owner 

Only in previous versions. Everyone can still Get Help, turn on the planning map, get the region name by 

touch, draw on the map, etc. So if you don't use Security (or leave it set to Owner Only) there is no 

difference in the operation from previous versions. No features have been deprecated if you leave the 

setting at OWNER ONLY. 

        ✔ Note: The Owner will not see a "Get Help" button, it will be replaced by a [SECURITY] button. T 

        ✔ Note: The allowed users (including Guests) other than the owner will not see a [SECURITY] 

button, In its place they will see a "Get Help" button, as they may not be familiar with the operation of 

the map. 

■ The Guest's Menu (always available to everyone): 

        ○ Planning map: Prepares the map to have "pins" dropped or lines drawn on it by click & click-drag 

respectively. 

        ○ Get help: Delivers the Help Notecard, your most recent Map Notecard and other important 

information. 

 

█ Operation: 

    ● Touching a Region on the map will chat the Region Name. 

    ● Double-click a Region on the map to enlarge that region to cover the entire 8 x 8 grid map. This 

allows detailed planning operations. Single region enlarged maps are ready to drop "pins" or draw lines 

on immediately. Dropped "pins" and drawn lines are auto-erased after one (1) minute. 

        ✔ Note: Double-click the enlarged detail map to dismiss it. 

    ● Dropping "pins" and drawing on the 8 x 8 main map is accomplished my setting "planning" mode. 

Set planning mode by pressing the "Planning Map" button on the menu. You and those nearby will see 

the status of planning mode in chat. The name of the map will also change to indicate you are in 

planning mode. Dropped "pins" and drawn lines are auto-erased after one (1) minute. 

    ✔ Note: Double-click the map dismiss planning mode. 

    ● Automated Map Naming 

        ○ Mapping by Notecard 

            The map will display the name of the Map Notecard in floating text that hovers near the top of 

the map.  



 

 

            ✔ Note: Name you Map Notecards in a way that will provide a meaningful label for your in-world  

        ○ Mapping by region name or by your position 

            The map name will be created by using the name of the first non-empty northwest and the last 

non-empty southeast region names. 

     

█ Creating a Map Notecard: 

    ● The Map Notecard must contain 8 lines. Each line must contain at least one Region Name (or the 

word "none"). A complete line contains the Region Names From East to west. The first line is the 

Northern-most row of regions, the last line the Southern-most. Use the placeholder "none" (in lower 

case and without the quotation marks) for those places that a region does not exist.. 

        ✔ Note: Leaving the line shorter than 8 regions is equivalent to filling the end of the line with 

placeholders. Some sample notecards are provided. 

      

█ Hints & Tips: 

    ✔ Tip: Place two maps of the exact same area side-by-side (or above and below) each other. Use one 

as the large 64 region view and the other to select expanded maps. In this way you can still refer to (and 

draw on) the large area map while doing detail planning and line drawing on the enlarged detail map. 

You could also use this arrangement to display adjoining region expanded maps for multi-region detail 

planning. 

    ✔ Tip: Use one of the supplied North Up Compass Roses to replace an region of only water, of 

insignificance or one with an advertising sky object blocking it's ground image. This is especially useful if 

the maps are not oriented North Up. 

    ✔ Hint: If you are taking a detailed picture of your region from the air, be sure to be facing North so 

the image on the map appears North up. Use the Mini-map to assist you. 

    ✔ Hint: Region tinting is for any purpose you need it for. Use it to define friend and foe, to designate 

airports & marinas, your land holdings, or battle sims, etc. 

         

█ FAQs: 

    Q: "I really seem to have trouble obtaining the menu using your long-touch method. What am I doing 

wrong?" 



 

 

    A: With some pointing devices (i.e. Touchpad, Trackpad) it helps if you move the cursor slightly while 

holding down; Press, move then wait for 2 seconds or more before releasing. 

        

    Q: "When I set a texture it doesn't do anything. The texture is not displayed on the map." 

    A: Be certain that your texture is set to Full Permissions. Then use "Textures On" to turn on the option 

to show the textures on the Main Map. They are always displayed on the Expanded Single Region Map, 

but displaying them on the Main 8 x 8 region map is an option. 

     

    Q: "I am double-clicking the map as described in the help but all that does is move my avatar closer to 

the map. Can you fix this?" 

    A: In your Preferences, on the "Move & View" tab, set "Double click on land" to No Action. 

 

    Q: "I guess everyone knows that maps are generally displayed North up. But what about times when I 

want to tile them in another way? Your table "x2E-up" is a good example, two maps alongside each 

other with the East side toward the top of the table... what can I do then to indicate which way north 

is?" 

    A: I supplied two North up Compass Roses to help with this. Find an empty area of water or land 

obliterated with a sign, or some some other area of insignificance and place one of the compass roses in 

that region using the "Set texture" functionality. Be sure to press "Texture On" so your image displays on 

the main map. Don't do this for a grid that has no region (i.e. "none") as every one of the grids with no 

region will have a compass rose. 

 

    Q: I'd like to alter the image used for the areas that there are no regions, your "dragons are here" is 

cute, but I have other ideas. How can I do this?" 

    A: Just like any other region that you want to use an alternate texture, just apply your "no region 

here" texture to the region named "none" and all the empty regions will have that texture displayed on 

the expanded map; and optionally on the main map depending on your "Textures On / Off" setting. 

 

    Q: "How do I remove my pins or erase my lines?"  

    Q: "Why do the lines and pins stay displayed when I dismiss the regain detail chart [or dismiss 

planning mode]?" 



 

 

    A: The "pins" and the lines are temp rez objects, as such they do not count against your parcel prim 

limits. They auto-erase after one (1) minute. (You can touch a pin to remove it immediately.) 

 

    Q: "I see in this latest version you remove the "End mapping" button. I've found it useful in stopping a 

mapping process I didn't mean to start, can you please put it back?" 

    A: That position was used for the "Planning map" button. You can stop the mapping process by 

starting the map you wanted, or by just pressing the "Map region" button and then not specifying a 

region (i.e. just pressing "Ignore"). 

 

    Q: "When I double-click to dismiss the enlarged region map [or the planning map] it puts down a red 

pin, this isn't what I expect when dismissing the map, what is wrong?" 

    A: Clicking the map drops a pin, the technology doesn't know whether a second click is going to 

happen or not. The pin will disappear in a minute, however if you want to remove it immediately just 

click on it. After a few tries you'll discover if you don't move the mouse when double-clicking you can 

just click a 3rd time to dismiss the extra pin immediately. 

        

    Q: "I'm trying to set the texture for a region but when I do that the region just appears gray, what is 

wrong?" 

    A: You need to use the UUID to a full permissions texture or for a texture that you are the creator of 

and exists in your inventory. This is a Linden Lab and Linden Scripting Language requirement. 

 

    Q: "My Second Earth Map™ is placed on one of your planning tables [or against the wall] how do I 

touch the back of it? I can't find the right place to click!"  

    A: Long-click the face of the map by pressing the left mouse key down and holding it down for 2 or 

more seconds before releasing. Upon releasing you will be presented the Owner Menu. Alternately you 

can "cam in" on the back of the map. You may have to "Disable Camera Constraints" in the advanced 

menu to do this. 

    ✔ Tip: With some pointing devices (i.e. Touchpad, Trackpad) it helps if you move the cursor slightly 

while holding down; Press, move then wait for 2 seconds or more before releasing. 

 

    Q: "I can't map the area I want to because the Northwest corner doesn't have an existing Region [or 

the center area I want to stand in doesn't have an existing region]. What can I do?" 



 

 

    A: There are two ways to get around this issue. Perhaps the most convenient is to use "Map region" 

button and specify the grid position in the map you want the region to appear (e.g. "Da Boom, 3, 4" 

places Da Boom in the 4th row of the 3rd column). You can also overcome this situation by using 

notecard mapping (see question below). 

     

    Q: "With the convenience of mapping by Region or around my current position, why did you leave the 

legacy "notecard" method in place, it seems there is no reason for it?" 

    A: I retained the legacy method of mapping by notecard for those cases where the Northwest corner 

or the center area of the map does not have an existing region and for those cases wherein people did 

not necessarily want just one map in the 8 x 8 area I provided. In other words, using a notecard you 

could construct four 4 x 4 maps, or two 4 x 8 or 8 x 4 maps. There is no downside to retaining the legacy 

notecards and it is a nice backup for these unusual circumstances. 

    ✔ Note: The included sample notecard "Jeogeot Gulf North Regions" is an example of building a map 

that begins with empty regions in the Northwest corner. 

     

    Q: "I had dropped in a notecard to configure my map. Then I decided to map by my location instead. 

Now I want to go back to the notecard method but I can't find my notecard in my inventory! Is there 

anyway to recover it? 

    A: Yes, if you obtain the menu and press the "Get help" button you will be offered a folder of 

information. Included in that folder will be the most current notecard you dropped in. 

 

█ Grid Survey Support: 

     ● The data provided is made possible by APIs provided by Tyche Shepherd & gridsurvey.com. The API 

reference is available at http://www.gridsurvey.com/api.php. 

    ● It is important to draw attention to the fact that Linden Labs has announced longer term plans to 

discontinue storage of map texture UUIDs, if this happens then gridsurvey.com will be unable to keep 

these up to date. 

    ● The data supplied by these APIs tends to be be updated on a daily or less frequent interval. 

Excessive and frequent data requests using these APIs may be blocked by gridsurvey.com (Beginning 

with v2.1.4 the code stores data differently so that redundant server requests are eliminated. It is our 

experience that the maps are updated at much longer intervals then 24 hours, perhaps weekly or 

longer.) 


